In this Article, owing to a conceptual error, some of the data points shown in the graphs corresponded to the means ±1 standard deviation, rather than the actual data points. The figure panels affected are: Fig Fig. 7a -g. To correct this we have extracted the original data from the original experiments from our notebooks. We generated new graphs from the data, which now include all the original data points. Standard deviations in these panels were previously calculated using the 'n' method ('STDEV.P' in Microsoft Excel) but we believe the 'n − 1' method is more appropriate ('STDEV.S' in Microsoft Excel) and the standard deviations were recalculated accordingly. All affected figures have been corrected online and the corresponding Source Data files have been updated. In addition, in the Source Data for Fig. 2h , owing to a software error, some of the data in columns 'CTRL A' , CTRL B' and 'CTRL C' were duplicated and this error has also been corrected online. 
